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factor which has two components, DPF(Displacement Power
Factor) and DF(Distorting Factor). The test is performed using
the three-phase star arrangement.

Abstract—WOLED is widely used as lighting for high efficacy
and little power consumption. In this research, power factor testing
between WOLED and fluorescent lamp to see which one is more
efficient in consuming energy. Since both lamps use semiconductor
components, so calculation of the power factor need to consider the
effects of harmonics. Harmonic make bigger losses. The study is
conducted by comparing the value of the power factor regardless of
harmonics (DPF) and also by included the harmonics (TPF). The
average value of DPF of fluorescent is 0.953 while WOLED is 0.972.
The average value of TPF of fluorescent is 0.717 whereas WOLED is
0.933. So from the review of power factor WOLED is more energy
efficient than fluorescent lamp.

II. POWER FACTOR
A. Power Factor (PF)
AC power has low losses in the transmission if the current
isn’t distorted and it’s synchronous with the voltage (no shift
angle). Incandescent bulbs have resistive properties that the
current is synchronized and proportional to the voltage. On the
other hand, fluorescent and WOLED have semiconductor
components that causes a phase shift and distortion of current
(harmonics).
The ratio of the actual power transmitted (real power) to the
apparent power that could have been transmitted if the current
was undistorted is known as the power factor [4] as (1). PF
can also be calculated from the cosine of phase angle between

Keywords—Fluorescent, harmonic, power factor, WOLED.
I. INTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS, more research effort is put on energy
efficiency issues. Researcher has been doing research to
find more energy-efficient lamps. Australia and Europe tried
to eliminate the use of incandescent lamps in 2009, while
China targets complete replacement in 2016. The underlying
reason is because incandescent bulbs waste a lot of electrical
energy into heat. Based on a research data incandescent lamp
has efficacy 14 lm / w, halogen lamp has 20 lm / w,
fluorescent has 60 lm / w, and WOLED has 100 lm / w [1].
Based on the data above, it is clear that fluorescent and
WOLED are more efficient than incandescent bulb. Although
fluorescent and WOLED has higher efficacy, both of them
cause harmonic distortion due to the use of non-linear
component. Fluorescent has non-linear component in the
inverter [2], while WOLED using electronic drive to get the
corresponding voltage obtained from the power [1].
Power Factor (PF) showed how effectively energy is
transferred from the power source to the load [3]. Resistive
load has PF = 1 because all the energy is absorbed by the load
while the inductive load and capacitive load has PF with range
of value between 0 and 1. The closer value of PF to 1 the more
efficient an appliance of consuming energy. This research is to
test the efficiency of fluorescent lamps and WOLED with PF
parameters. Because fluorescent and WOLED have
semiconductor components that give rise to harmonic then
TPF (True Power Factor) is used in the calculation of power

current and voltage (Ɵ) as (2).
(1)
cos

(2)

The relationship between the apparent power, real power
and reactive power (Q) can be seen in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the
phase shift between current and voltage. This shift led to a
valuable component of apparent power to be negative,
negative component of apparent power is called reactive
power that will be returned to the line power.

Fig. 1 Power triangle
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of harmonic frrequency andd the source frequency causing
c
wer system. Sample
S
defects (distorteed) on the sinne wave in pow
mages of sinusooidal wave annd distorted wave due to harrmonic
im
siggnals can be seeen in Fig. 3.
Harmonics caused
c
by noon-linear load
ds on the eleectrical
sysstem. Non-linnear load is eleectronic equip
pment that hass semiconductor compponents in thhe switching part. Some of the
c
harmoonics are nam
mely computerss, TVs,
eqquipment can causing
priinters, CFL bulbs, and motors
m
[6]. As
A a result of
o this
haarmonic then the
t value of P
PF was down which meanss losses
d losses (whiich not
inccrease. Compparison between linear load
afffected by harm
monics) with non-linear looads (which affected
byy harmonics) can
c be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 Phase
P
shift betw
ween current annd voltage [4]

PF has no un
nits and its vallue is betweenn 0 and 1. PF value =
1 means for suupplying 1kW
W required 1 kVA
k
apparentt power
hen for
(11kW / 1 = 1 kVA, as (1))), whereas iff PF = 0.5 th
suupplying 1kW
W required 2kV
VA apparent power
p
(1kW//0.5 = 2
kV
VA). Thus thee closer PF too 1 make suppply of electric energy
m
more
efficientlyy.
Before the development of semiconnductor compponents,
cuurrent distorttion is a m
minor problem
m, resulting in the
caalculation of PF
P is sufficieent from phasse shift. The used
u
of
seemiconductor components that
t
give rise to the harmonnic also
afffect the valuee of the powerr factor. Ratedd power factorr which
onnly affected by
b the phase shift is called Displacementt Power
Faactor (DPF), while the presence of harmonics causing
c
Distortion Facttor (DF). Pow
wer factor values are callculated
froom the phasee shift and haarmonic calledd True Powerr Factor
(T
TPF) which iss the result off multiplicatioon between DPF
D and
DF.

Fig.. 3 Sinusoidal w
wave and distorrted wave

Power Factor))
1) DPF (Diisplacement P
DPF is the value
v
of activve power diviided by the appparent
poower with sinuusoidal currennt (fundamentaal current).
(3)
2) DF (Disttortion Factorr)
DF describess how the harrmonic distorttion of a load current
deecreases the av
verage power transferred too the load [5].
,

Fig. 4 Compariison of Losses of
o Linear and Non-Linear
N
Loaad [7]

(4)
1) Total Harrmonic Distorrtion (THD)
THD is the ratio of thhe rms valuee of all harm
monics
components annd the rms vvalue of the fundamental.. THD
reppresent the cuurrent and vooltage wavefoorm distortionn. THD
forr current in some
s
book is mention as TDD(Total
T
D
Demand
Diistortion).

3) TPF (Truue Power Facctor)
TPF is the value
v
of activve power diviided by the appparent
poower value wiith non-sinusooidal currents (having harmoonics).
(5)

∑~

B. Harmonics

(6)

Harmonic iss a phenomennon arising from the operaation of
noon-linear loadds which is caaused by a sin
nusoidal wavee with a
frequency of innteger multiplles of the freqquency of thee source
[22]. For exampple if the sourrce frequency is 50 Hz harrmonics
frequency is 1000 Hz, 150 Hzz, 200Hz, and so on. Superpposition

∑~

(7)
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III. RESSEARCH METH
HOD

phhase 2, forth column
c
result for phase 3, and fifth colu
umn is
ressult from the average
a
of alll phase. Tablee I.A show thee result
of fluorescent, seen
s
the valuee of active pow
wer, reactive power,
nd apparent po
ower almost thhe same in eaach phase that shows
an
a balance conn
nection of eaach phase. Reactive
R
pow
wer has
ncludes a cap
pacitive
negative value means that thhis system in
loaad it is also indicated by the negative phase angle value.
Ph
hase angle witth negative vaalue means thee current leadiing the
vooltage. Averag
ge value of DP
PF is 0.953.
Table I.B sh
hows the testt results with
hout harmoniics for
W
WOLED.
Similar results were obtained thaat the value off active
poower, reactive power, and apparent
a
pow
wer on each ph
hase is
alm
most the samee that shows the balance connection.
c
Reeactive
poower and phase angle has neegative value indicates the system
is capacitive. Av
verage value oof DPF is 0.97
72.
Comparison of the phasee angle betw
ween Table I.A and
Taable I.B show
ws that fluoreescent have greater
g
phase angle.
Acccording to (2
2) the greaterr phase anglee it has the smaller
s
DP
PF, in this case
c
the valuue of DPF saame with PF value
because the harm
monic compoonents is not taaken into acco
ount. It
W
has ggreater DPF than
t
fluoresceent, but
conclude that WOLED
hat WOLED hhas better eneergy efficienccy than
wee can’t say th
flu
uorescent beffore included
d harmonicss analysis because
b
haarmonics has a big influennce in power factor. Curreent and
d
of thhis test is show
wn in Fig. 7, it seen
vooltage phasor diagram
thaat current is leead the voltagee and has negative phase an
ngle.

In this stud
dy the circu
uit used for testing is Star(Y)
onnection of th
hree-phase source as seen in Fig. 5.
co

(a)

(b)
Fig
g. 5 (a) Star com
mposition, (b) Test-bench
T

The test is do
one by placing
g a fluorescen
nt lamp and WOLED
W
allternately at each phase wirre. The total of
o lamp’s watttage in
eaach phase is made
m
equal too get a balancee connection. Phasor
grraph and pow
wer factor vallues observed
d through the Power
A
Analyzer
which
h is connected
d to the circu
uit. Flowchart on this
reesearch can bee seen in Fig. 6.
6

Parameter
Watt
var
VA
Phase
Angle(°) A-V
DPF

TA
ABLE I
TEST RESULT WITHOUT HARMON
NICS
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase
P
3
27.55
26.745
26.455
-8.845
-9.02
-7.735
37.7
37.87
36.955
-18
0.952

A
All
800.575
-25
5.285
1111.81

-19

-16

0.947

0.959

0.953

Phase 2
10.065
-3.62
11.16
-20

Phase
P
3
10.07
-1.57
10.66
-9
-

Alll
30.955
-6.86
33.215

0.941

0.988
0

0.9972

(a) F
Fluorescent
Parameter
Watt
var
VA
Phase
Angle(°) A-V
DPF

Phase 1
10.87
-1.7
11.465
-9
0,988

(b)) WOLED

Fig. 6 Flowchart

IV. RESULLTS AND ANALLYSIS
A. Without Harmonics
H
The results of
o testing withhout harmonicc components can be
seeen in Table I.
I The first coolumn is param
meter that meeasured,
seecond column
n is result from
m phase 1, thiird column reesult for
(a)F
Fluorescent
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(a) F
Fluorescent
(b
b) WOLED
Fig. 7 Three Phase
P
Phasor Diagram:
D
(a) Flu
uorescent, (b) WOLED
W

B. With Harm
monics
The results of
o experimentts which inclu
ude harmonic can be
I The value of reactive po
ower increasees while
seeen in Table II.
th
he value of active
a
powerr and apparen
nt power is almost
co
onstant, it’s indicating th
he existence of harmoniics can
in
ncrease the reeactive powerr which mean
ns losses is increase
to
oo. The valuess of DPF and pphase angle are
a having verry small
ch
hange that caan be consideered to be co
onstant. Becau
use the
haarmonics inclu
ude into account, the valuee of the power factor
ussed is TPF. TP
PF value is lesss than DPF because
b
of harrmonics
efffect. The aveerage value off fluorescent’ss TPF can be seen in
Taable I.A that is
i 0.717, whille the averagee value of WO
OLED’s
TP
PF is 0.933, see
s Table I.B
B. It is clear th
hat in terms of
o TPF,
W
WOLED
still have
h
a greateer value. Thu
us, we conclu
ude that
W
WOLED
has better
b
efficien
ncy of poweer consumptio
on than
flu
uorescent. TPF value chartss can be seen in Fig. 8.

Parameter
Watt
var
VA
Phase
Angle(°)
A-V
DPF
TPF

TABLE II
TEST RESULTT WITH HARMONIICS
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
27.71
26.75
26.505
-25.98
-26.445
-25.805
37.98
37.615
36.99
-18
-19
-17

(b)) WOLED
Fig. 8 Po
ower Factor (PF
F) : (a) Fluorescent, (b) WOLE
ED

V. CONCLUSION
This experim
ment obtains ppower factor of fluorescen
nt lamp
an
nd WOLED and
a
analyzess them. Baseed on the ob
btained
ressults, we are able
a
to say thaat WOLED has greater botth DPF
an
nd TPF than fluorescent lamp. Thus, we conclud
de that
W
WOLED
lamp is
i more energyy efficient thaan fluorescent lamp.
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